KeMotion

The complete control system
solution for industrial robots
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The efficient control solution
for all robotic applications

KeMotion from KEBA is an open and individually
adaptable robot control system, which not only
offers scalable hardware with powerful robotic
functions and a turnkey, software package, but
also a wealth of services. The use of KeMotion
facilitates the quick and easy finding of efficient
solutions for every type of robotic task.

Support throughout
the entire project
Customers receive support during the entire life
cycle of their projects via a tailor-made package
of services. KeMotion offers everything from initial
consulting, robot layouts and installation, to training
and maintenance.

Benefit from
long-term experience
In the course of numerous projects, the KeMotion
team has acquired vast expertise with regard to
the development of control hard- and software for
branches such as the automotive and metal processing industries. This knowledge has flowed into the
KeMotion systems, which as a result offer proven
robotic functions for all types of kinematics. As a
consequence, technologies that were previously
the preserve of special robots are now available as
smaller and less expensive systems.
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and scalability of a PLC. KeMotion covers all robot
applications such as:
•
•
•
•
•

handling
sheet bending
bonding
welding
painting

and also has sufficient computer capacity to replace
any machine controls.

turnkey

High-end performance
combined with maximum flexibility
KeMotion represents a perfect combination of robot
controls and PLCs. It blends highly efficient, turnkey
robotic technology with the free programmability

freely programmable

high-performance
versatile &
scalable

Robotics
PLC
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Turnkey solutions that
make robot start-ups
simplicity itself

KeMotion’s scope of delivery includes extensive software and preconfigured motion controls, which permit controlling all standard types of robot with practically no development effort. As soon as the system
knows the dimensions of the robot, initial robot paths can be followed using the prepared set of robot
commands.

Configuration
• Drive configuration
• Entry of robot dimensions
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Creation of the robot
program
• Combination of ready-touse commands to form
robot programs

Program start

Configuration at a stroke
The entire hard- and software configuration including
robot type selection, drive parameterization and the
allocation of I/O signals to variables, etc., takes place
via the user-friendly KeStudio program. In addition,
the tool allows service engineers to access the diagnosis data in the controls.

Intuitive preparation of
teach-in programs

Precise robot program
simulation
KeStudio Scope can be utilized for the realistic
simulation of robot movement sequences and control
functions on a PC. For this purpose, the user employs the tools already familiar from real operations.
In this manner, movement sequences can be tested
and optimized safely and cost-free. A choice of 2D or
3D robot movement visualization is available.

KeMotion TeachView is a complete online programming system for KeTop mobile operating devices,
that allows the intuitive preparation of robot programs
directly in the plant. KeStudio KAIROEdit represents
an efficient PC tool, which permits the desktop
creation and testing of robot programs. This saves
time during the start-up phase and enhances plant
availability.
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Processing of moving
workpieces

KeMotion controls offer state-of-the-art robotic
technology. The powerful, integrated functions
are available for all types of robot and thus
provide machine producers with access to new
possibilities to reduce production cycle times
and enhance process quality.

Efficient tracking functions are in great demand, in
order that cycle times can be kept to a minimum. The
efficient KeMotion rail and Cartesian tracking functions enable robots to pick up and process all types
of moving parts.

KeMotion
MFB

KeMotion
PTP

KeMotion
Path

KeMotion
PathPlus

KeMotion
PathAdvanced

Motion function blocks
according to PLCopen

x

x

x

x
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KAIRO interpreter, point-to-point
movement, blending, dynamic
limitation

-

x

x

x

x

Running on linear and circular
paths, working area monitoring,
trigger points

-

-

x

x

x

Path-conform dynamic limitation,
trigger points with lookahead, axis/
rail/6D tracking

-

-

-

x

x

Path-conform torque limitation,
torque feed forward control, elasticity compensation

-

-

-

-

x
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High-end robotic functions
for increased performance

Movements at the fringe
of physical limits
A dynamic robot model integrated into KeMotion
provides the continuous calculation of the torques
occurring in each drive during operation. The dynamics of the robot are adapted accordingly, which has
numerous positive effects:
• Long robot life through adherence to limits at
all times
• Cycle time gains through the optimum use of
physical limits
• High path precision through the minimization of
contouring errors
• Cost savings through optimum robot design

Problem-free mastery
of complex processes

ments. Accordingly, highly efficient robot technology is
available to ensure problem-free operation:
• Exact synchronization between movements and
process through path trigger points with lookahead
• High process quality through the maintenance of
constant path speeds even during blending
• Precise Cartesian paths for all robot geometries

KeMotion control
Motion control
unit

Dynamic
robot model

Position values

• Elasticity
compensation
• Torque limiter

Position values

Torque values

Torque values

Drive control with torque feed forward control

Applications such as painting, bonding and welding
demand precise synchronization between the process
and the robots. In addition, the path dynamics and
dynamic path behaviour must meet stringent require9

Extensive off-the-shelf
motion functions

KeMotion’s performance range also contains
robot functions such as synchronous pointto-point movements and flexible working area
monitoring. Motion function blocks according
to PLCopen are available for the exact control
of individual axes.

Point-to-point interpolation

Linear interpolation

Circular interpolation

Path blending
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Realization of all robot
movements
The highly effective KAIRO robot command set is
available from the KeMotion PTP software package. In combination with powerful types of robot
interpolation, this allows the realization of any type
of application. Synchronized point-to-point interpolation, which facilitates the fastest possible workpiece manipulation, is used for handling tasks, while
processing procedures on geometric paths can be
described by means of Cartesian linear and circular interpolation. Furthermore, the path blending
function allows the saving of additional cycle times,
when tolerances are acceptable for the approach to
certain path points.

Improved machine
protection

Integration of the
machine control

Freely programmable working and blocking area
definition establishes where and where not robots
may move. Subsequently, forbidden movements are
reliably prevented by the controls before a collision
can occur. The working area of the robot can be flexibly determined and matched to the application by
means of continuous checks and path lookahead.

In addition to highly efficient robot control functions,
the PLC and the motion function blocks can be utilized for the control of the entire machine. Elements
such as flying saw, electronic cams and line shafts
are available for this purpose and these allow precise movements even in the case of highly dynamic,
multi-axial applications.
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KeMotion not only constitutes a robot control
system, but also a fully-fledged PLC that can be
programmed according to IEC 61131-3. This allows the development of control functions in a
programming language with which the machine
operator is familiar. Moreover, the combination
of a PLC and robotic functions facilitates the
use of a greatly simplified machine concept.

Simple and efficient
PLC programming
KeMotion is based on the extensively used CoDeSys
market standard and offers versatile programming.
All standardized PLC programming languages can be
used with the integrated PLC:
•
•
•
•
•
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Instruction list (IL)
Structured text (ST)
Sequential function chart (SFC)
Function block diagram (FBD)
Ladder diagram (LD)

Free PLC-based
programmability

Effective savings
The PLC runs parallel to the robot system in the
KeMotion controls, specific functional modules providing perfect interaction between both systems. The
close linkage between the PLC and the robot controls means that whether for the activation of robot
peripherals or the extension of control functions, the
delay-free exchange of events between both units
is guaranteed, thus facilitating rapid access to robot
programming. The additional expenditure on cabling
and communications needed in the case of separate
robot controls is therefore superfluous.

Central control of
machine sequences
The PLC can be employed as a control PLC for the
entire machine sequence. Robot programs can be
loaded and executed via a defined interface from
the PLC program. For users, this represents a major
simplification, as all processes are ideally integrated
in a familiar programming environment:
•
•
•
•
•

Execution of robot programs
Modification of robot programs
Status information read outs
Manual operation
Variable access
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Universally extendable
robot command set

In addition to the diverse programming possibilities offered by the PLC, the robot system
also provides a number of programming languages. The especially high-performance KAIRO
robot command set can be extended as required by specific customer commands using
the KeMotion TeachTalk high-level language.
Consequently, not only robot movements, but
also the operating process can be controlled
as required.

Turnkey robot
command set
The KAIRO programming environment furnishes users
with all the commands required for the creation of robot
programs. Simple, easy to understand instructions facilitate the efficient programming of the desired robot path
and the necessary logic.

Free definition of
system behaviour
KeMotion not only allows the modification of the command set, but also the free determination of robot and
system behaviour in every situation. The perfect harmonization of the operating process and movements
in every operating mode guarantees perfect process
results. Plant availability is effectively maximized through
precise behavioural definition following application errors
and during restart.
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Efficient command
extension for special
applications
One of the major advantages inherent to KAIRO is the
expandability of its command set. Using the effective
KeMotion TeachTalk interpreter language, the machine manufacturer can provide the user with individual
commands. As a result, special routines for applications such as bending, painting and pick-and-place
can be implemented without difficulty. Users can call
up the easily comprehensible command set in their
familiar KAIRO programming environment.

User level

Expert level
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The ideal control for
every application

KeMotion comprises versatile systems solutions in a variety of performance categories
with individually adjustable software ranges.
This allows the realization of every application from simple material handling to complex
painting systems.

KeMotion r2000
The entry-level KeMotion r2000 system offers the
control of robot kinematics for up to four axes and two
additional axes.
•
•
•
•
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For Cartesian handling, SCARA robots, tripods
Operation with mobile teach pendants
Extension: direct or via the CAN bus
Applications: material handling, wafer transport,
bonding robots, etc.

KeMotion r4000

KeMotion r5500

The KeMotion r4000 compact systems solution facilitates the realization of complex robot applications. An Intel
Atom processor provides the performance required for
this purpose.

With its high-performance CPU, the high-end
KeMotion r5500 permits the control of as many as
eight robots using a single control system.

• For articulated arm robots and 16 additional axes
• Operation via stationary panels or mobile teach
pendants
• Supports CANopen, Profibus, SERCOS III and
EtherCAT
• Typical applications: bonding, welding, tracking, etc.

• For articulated arm robots and 32 additional axes
• Operation via stationary panels, mobile teach
pendants or a control interface
• Supports CANopen, Profibus, SERCOS III and
EtherCAT
• High-end robot technology with dynamic robot model
• Typical applications: multi-kinematics, painting,
complete machine and robot controls, etc.
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Diverse extension
possibilities

KeMotion components derive from the KEBA
modular design system and have been extended with special robot functions. Individual
customer solutions can be quickly and simply
realized due to maximum, mutual component
compatibility.

Extensive range of
modules
Every KeMotion control system can be simply extended by connecting additional I/O modules. Analogue,
digital, technology and communications I/Os are
available. The I/O units can be added directly to the
control system, or be arranged in a decentralized
form via a bus coupler.

Highest levels of control
performance scalability
In addition to the turnkey systems solutions, any
control variation can be used from the KEBA modular
system. This combines the traditional strengths of PLC
technology, which include real time operation, industrial suitability and stability, with modern computer
technologies such as Ethernet and USB, as well as a
platform-independent Java HMI solution. The PCbased hardware solution offers high levels of technological safety, the shortest possible time to market and
investment protection for the future.
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Modular extension units

Bus coupling module groups

Comfortable operation
and visualization

Efficient drive
technology

KeMotion offers a range of modern stationary
and mobile visualization devices with the suitable
software solutions. The devices stand out due to
their ergonomics, robustness and safety, and are
operated via touch screen and film keyboards. The
man-machine interface is rounded off by functional
industrial design.

Whether for simple or complex applications, KeMotion drive technology meets every requirement in a
low-cost, intelligent and future-safe manner. It can
be interfaced via SERCOS II and III and the mature,
integrated safety technology employed furnishes
effective protection for both man and machinery.
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KEBA offers its customers a complete range of services, which adds up to support that leaves no wish
unanswered. The scope of services includes everything from initial system consulting and the implementation of the application, to training and assistance during start-up.

Robot design

Start-up

Concept

Training

Ideal overall solutions consisting of hard- and software
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Customized services

Optimum automation
concept
KEBA’s experts are on hand to provide customers
with advice and practical help during the preparation
of automation concepts. This approach guarantees
optimum solutions composed of control and drive
technology, and software.

Rapid integration of
special customer robots
If an application can be realized in the most efficient
manner using a special robot, then the KEBA specialists integrate it into the control system. As a result,
machine manufacturers can dispose over the full
KeMotion functional range for every type of robot.

Competent support
KEBA’s specialists can call upon 20 years of technology experience, which directly benefits company customers. On request, the KEBA application
team accompanies professional robot start-ups and
ensures that everything runs smoothly. In addition,
specialist support during program optimization and
process integration allows the extraction of the full
potential from KeMotion systems.

Swift help
Should questions or problems arise, the KEBA
support team is available via a hotline. Moreover,
KeMotion systems contain advanced diagnosis possibilities for rapid problem localization, subsequent
fault correction then either taking place using remote
maintenance, or through on-site servicing.
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“A complete, one-stop shopping
automation solution in just
two simple steps!”
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A modular
system

Specific branch
fine tuning

With our assistance, you first select the basic
elements for your automation solution from a
wide range of fully scaleable, tried and tested
standard components.

In the next step, the components which are
entirely, mutually compatible are upgraded
through fine tuning with regard to:
• Hardware
• Software
• System-related services
On this platform, you can realize your own
application.
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Branch solutions
In this manner, individual, optimized overall
solutions are available for the following branches:
• Injection molding
• Robotics and handling technology
• General mechanical engineering
KePlast is an optimized, complete and scaleable
control platform, specially designed for the plastics
injection molding sector, which covers every
performance segment.
KeMobile offers systems solutions with KeTop,
the proven, mobile handheld terminal, as a nucleus.

The operating device is characterized by special
ergonomics, unusual robustness and top quality
in an attractive design.
KeMotion provides the extensive functionality of a
genuine robot control system in combination with
the openness and flexibility of efficient PLCs.
KeSystems furnishes innovative automation
solutions for the general mechanical engineering
industry, from performance-intensive control
processes, to complex motion tasks.
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The technology experts for
optimized branch solutions

KEBA AG is a successful international player in
the electronics field, which in line with its credo,
“Automation by innovation.”, develops and
produces innovative, top quality automation
solutions for the industrial, banking and service
branches.
Leading international mechanical engineering groups,
robot manufacturers and service suppliers all build
on KEBA’s automation solutions.
In the Industrial Automation business area, the
technology experts for optimized branch solutions
focus on the automation of robots and injection
molding machines by means of the KeMotion and
KePlast systems. In addition, KeSystems provides
individual automation solutions for the general
mechanical engineering sector, while robust, top
quality KeTop handheld terminals cover the mobile
automation sector.
With this extensive product range, KEBA offers
complete, one-stop shopping solutions.
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